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I® Sfog Complex Numbers

1* A complex number is represented in rectangular coor
dinates as x/iys where a| and £ are real* It is also represented 
as r(eos e / i sia ®) in polar coordinates, where r and e are 
realo £ is called the absolute value« or modulus of the com
plex number5 anc’ £ its amplitudeo

Graphicallys a complex number can be represented as a 
pt« (x5y) or (r5©) in the complex plane» It can also be thought 
of as a vector from the origin to the pt„ (r5©)9 with length 
r and angle of inclination @0

The complex numbers form a field5 and hence possess all
the properties of a fieldo Only two of the properties of the
complex numbers will be stated here:

(1) If Z“s>{cos e / i sin ©)
s'1 -r1 (cos ©J / i sin s3 }

then,, sa3 =*rre £cos(e/s’ ) £ i sin(©/©c)3
„ (2) Let z be the cosaplê  conjugate of s. Geometrically., 
s is obtained by reflecting 3 upon the x-axis0
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Function of a, Complex Variable

2c We first define the terms complex variable and a function 
of a complex variable*
Defn. 1« If z is any complex number in a region R of the complex 

plane^ we call z a complex variableo
Defn. 2. If a complex variable w is so related to z such that 

for every z in R, there corresponds a definite value 
or set of values of h, then w is a fn. of the complex 
variable z. W© write>

w35 f { s )
ejgo w=zn j w=eZeezp» z

In defining a fn« of a complex variable^ we are establishing 
a correspondences or mappings between two sets of complex num
bers., or two sets of points or. the complex plane5 the set (z|fl 
and the set {wj-9 as it is the case in the dfn. of a fn, of a 
real variable* y£Sf(x)o The ampping (or correspondence) is not 
necessarily on©~to-oneo If it is one-to-one* w is said to be 
single-valued. Since w is a complex variable.-, w© can represent 
it in both rectangular and polar forms: 

w**Uĵ iv, or w*p(cos <f> / i sin 
where u5 v, ps and are real variables.,

So In graphing a fn. of a complex variable., w© are mapping 
any pt. z on the complex plane with some other pte or set of 
pts<> w ©n the complex plane. As this may become confusing in 
practices we choose to use two separate planes, ojae for the 
doffiain3 9 called the z-plane; the <k> her for the range5 £wj 5 
called the w~*plane. Mentally, we should still think that the 
mapping is done on the same planeo
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Consider the example In polar form* we have*
pgif£e=i»2ei2©

Thus, p=r2, $=2®.
Let ct&^jr/z j, 0±ff& / o Then 0£4>~'T?'

Graphically, the fn. w maps the pts in the first quadrant 
of the unit circle in the s-plane into the pts« of the unit 
semicircle in the w-plane, and the mapping is one«to«-one<>

Fig* 2<>
Of special interest in this paper itt the linear Fractional 

transformation
w=> (az/b )i(cz/d)

where a, b, c, and d are complex constants. Before w© inves« 
tigate this transformation, we will discuss a second represent 
ta&ion of the complex numbers« Instead of representing th© 
numbers as pb s« on the complex plane we will represent fches* 
as pts* on a sphereknown as the Rieraann Sphere * or, briefly, 
the complex sivgere 0



III. Stereograohic Projection and the Riemann Sphere

4. On the xy^plane place a sphere of diameter 1, so that 
it touches the plans at the origin* Call the pt. of contact 
0 of the sphere the south pole., and the pt, that is diametr
ically opposite the north pole N.

From N issue rays of straight lines. Each line which 
intersects the xy«plane at a pt. P will also intersect th© 
sphere at a second pt. P* (different from N). We associate 
the pt* P on the xy-plane with the pt. P* on the sphere which 
lies on the same ray. Moreover, let us associate N with an 
(improper) pt. of the xy-plane, namely, the pt« at infinity,©$» 
Thus, under stereographic mapping, the pts„ on the xy-plane 
are snapped in a 1-i manner with the pts. on th© sphere, which

4

S. W© will define two termss
Defn. 3o A mapping is circular if and only if every circle is 

mapped into a circle^ where a straight line is con
sidered as an extended circle closed by the pt. at 
infinity.

Defn. Ao A mapping is $$ isogonal if and only if any two curves 
intersect at the same angle as their images under the 
mappingo

For convenience, we will make use of the geographical 
terminology in describing the sphere. It is easy to notice 
that under stereographic projection, the parallel® of latitude
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on the sphere go over into 1;he concentric circles on the plane 
about 0 as center* The s ©e  i-iaeridians go over into straight 
lines emanating from 0 on the plane® Let us designate that 
semi-meridian which maps inco the positive real axis the prime 
meridian* and we will measure the longitude in accordance with 
geographic usage*

Now it is evident that a st0 line on the plane goes over 
into a circle through N on v.he sphere*, For* the rays which 
emanate from N and terminate at the pts» on the sto line on 
the plane, form a half plane wi ;lch intersects the sphere in a 
circle through Xhis is* by our sfcersographic projection^
the image of the st„ lin©<>

Consider two 3tc lines A aid A* on the plane which inter
sect at a pt. Pu Pto P will go *»ver into its image PJ on the 
sphere* and the two st„ lines wil go over into their image 
circles B and B5 through N. Her;ci * the image circles intersect 
at N and P5® At N* draw two jt„ ?j.nes C and C* tangent to the 
circles S and Bl respc Sinco C and 0' are also tangent to the 
sphere at K* they will lie .n a plane *Yich passes through N 
and is parallel to the xy~plane<> Moreove., C and C5 are parallel 
to A and A'resp. Hence* 'ey a theorem in soiv* geometry* the 
angle between C and C® is the same as the anglv between A and 
A'c Now the angle of intersection between B and at N is the 
same as at P5 . Thus we have shown that any two st„ \i.aeg on 
the plane intersect at the same angle as thexr images the 
sphere 0

Next consider any curve D through a pt. P on the plane.
Let A be tangent to D at P. D goes over into its image curve
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E on the sphere through P1* and A goes over into a circle S 
through N and P* * Moreover* B is tangent to E at i*5 on the 
sphere since the stereographic mapping is 1-1. Thus, it is 
obvious that any other curve D< through P on the plane will 
intersect D at the same angle as their images Es and B on the 
sphere. For, the angle between E and E1 at P1 is the same as 
the angle of intersection between the two circles B and B' 
which are che images of A and A', the tangents to D and D9 at 
P on the planeo

sphere* Let £ and ̂ -axes coincide resp. with the x~ and y~axes 
of the plane- LetJ^—axis coincide with the OK axis of the sph©reD 

Consider a pt, P on the plane and the ray NP which inter-" 
sects the sphere at P', the image of P, Pass a plane through

Oy Pj and Pss and we will have appears in Fig,,. 5,

Fig* 4 „
Henc©„ we have shown that the stereographic mapping is

isogonalo

6c Let us construct a coordinate system for the Riemann



Let QP OP*/1*,,
Taking the rtl triangles HOP and P3QOg we have

/: />' - /> : / \
Taking the rtl triangles NQP® and NOP«, we have

From these5
. r *

r - f + p* • / *•/>54
Let the vectorial angle of OP on the plan© be then

X - /* ^  -» y ~ sin <p 
likewise, <£ . />'cos ^  ^ ^  . /5 '

Fpoas this we obtain \ . \
/  . .*■____ > -  X af X*__ ...
C ftX** ^ ~ ~,K.yZ- ' ^ ft-

and the inverse transforms
X = , y  - - 4 - —  ,

! ~ T  ' /-jr /Mows the eqn
A(xa/y2) 4- Bx Cy  ̂D-0 

where Aff Bs C, and D are real numbers represents either » 
line or a drele according as  ̂A is zero ©r not sero(P»2^

Using eqs0(2), eq.(3) b̂ cosses
A /  + b £  + C l  +  V ( ' - f )  =<5 (

which is linear and represents the eq0 of a plane(P«4573 7)» 
Henc©s the pts„ of eqo(3) go into the pts„ which lie on the 
curve of intersection between the plane(4) and the Riemann 
spheres and it is circular* Thusg we have showm that stereo- 
graphic mapping is circula r0 Together with Arts* 5 and 4& 
have proved the following theorems
Th„ lo The stereographic mapping establishes a 1«1 corresponde-ace 

between the pts» on the plane and the pts<> ok the sphere, 
and the mapping is circular and isogonalo

7
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There are many other obvious consequences that can be 
deduced from this aiapping(P£,39j 2)s and we will refer to these 
when they are needed»

At this pointj we may also mention in passing that the 
reason foi^aking a look at stereographic mapping is that some 
transformations are better visualised on the sphere while some 
others are better demonstrated on the plane0 This will become 
obvious later om

7o Before we investigate the linear fractional transformation 
w*°(a*/b)/(ca:^d) (5 )

we will look at some special cases of eq6(S) &nd then use the 
properties of these special cases to investigate the properties 
of eq0(5)o



IV0 Degenerate Case3 of w-^az/b)/(ez^dl

80 When a^c~0 in eq<,(5) •> we have 
w=b/da

That is9 every pt« on tte z~>plane is mapped into a single pt»„ 
b/d, of the w~plan©0

When a=d=Is b^e^O, we have

which is the identity transformation. That is5 every pt. s 
of the a®plane is mapped into itselfe

Both of these two degenerate eases are of little interest 
and we will not consider them here<>

9
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V0 The Transformation w^z/b

9a By setting a=d~l5 ca0s et$0(5) becomes 
w=s/b (6)

This transformation is best visualised on the plane., think
ing that th© s~plane and w-plane as»© coincident. Then the image 
of z under transformation^) is obtained by moving the pt0 a 
in the direction of the vector b fey a distance /b/e This type 
of motion is called translation«

It is easily seen that the translation motion is a congruent 
transformation„ That is9 any given figure and its image are 
congruent under translation0

y

x
Fig. 6o
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10o By setting b=c=0, and d=l5 becomes
w=az (7)

Let a«ŷ (cos p •/ i sin j£)
s^pleos © / i sin ©} (3)

(cos ^  / i sin ^3)
Then by property(l) of complex numbers in Art* ls we 

have s’9 “s*., (9)
under the mapping of eq o(7)•

11 o If 0 HE 0 (mod 2#"), and f* f ls then
©(mod 27), and rSn=/®r« (10)

Thus the image w of a pt„ 2 is a pt* which lies on the ray 
emanating from 0 through zs and its distance from 0 is stretched 
or contracted according as /*>! or < l e This is a .pure stretchy 
jag transformstion* Pur© stretching is a similarity transforms^ 
tion sine® th® original figure and its image are similar® with 
th© ratio of sililitud® 1: f* o This is obvious from Fige 7<>

VI, The Transformation

Fig* 70
12« If /̂ “Is and ^0(mod 1'7f), then

ra =»rs and £7 <, (11)
Thus*, geometrically th© image w of any pt„ % is given by th© 
terminal of the vector z after it haa been rotated through an
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angle d about 0 as center• We tern this mapping a pure rotation., 
Pure rotation is a congruence mapping and hence it is also a

13o Now let a be any arbitrary complex constant® Xhen the 
image w of any pte z is obtained by first rotating the z vector 
through 4 about 0 as center to z® 9

s»«2(cos 4 4 i si® fO 
^p[cos(e/4) -( i sin(e/sOj 9

then stretching the vector z5 by the ratio of Izf to w„
W® 3 < a

H©nce9 we term this transformation the rotary stretch trans
formation,, The rotary stretch transformation is obviously a 
similarity transformation since both the two steps are silmilarity 
transformations as discussed in the previous two articles» The 
ratio of similitude is ls^«/®/0
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14o Eq.(7) can also be considered as a logarithmic spiral 
motion about the origin. That is, the pt„ z on the plane can 
be considered to move along a logarithmic spiral until it 
reaches w. To show this, we note that a logarithmic spiral 
which passes through z, (r,e)9 may be written in the form 

?=ce"s,
where c is some complex constant,

In order that the spiral passes through the image ws 
(r%^5)? of 23 under eq»(7), it is sufficient that

r 5 5
=cek(©/^) (from eq,(9))
»cek®ekP=r©k$

That is, it is sufficient that
r^r-Z^re^ (from eq»(9))

/>~<z k0
k=(log

Hence* the logarithmic spiral that will carry s into w
*required by eq«(7) has the form

r^c© ̂ 1®S /* (10)

15o Eqe(7) can also be written as
znrâ s

w=2n(cos 4> 4 i sin fi) 
which states that the transformation(7) can be carried out 
equally i*ell by first stretching the vector z in the ratio of 
li/>s followed by a rotation of Hence, we see that pure 
rotation and pure fetretch motion are commutative»



16. By setting c=0s d=l in eq.(5)s we obtain
waas/b (11)

We shall call this the linear transformation. Eq.(ll) can be 
decomposed into two eqs. in the following manner:

2'»az (12a)
w*z1 /b (12b)

Geometrically* eq.(12a) represents a logarithmic spiral* 
or what is the same thing* rotary stretch motion; eq<.(12b) 
represents a translation. Hence* geometrically* eqc(ll) 
requires that s first undergoes a logarithmic spiral mGtion(a)* 
then followed by a translation(b)u

17o To reverse the sequence of the two steps* eq0(ll)
can be written as:

st1~E^(b/a) (13a)
w»a*n ( 1 3 b )

We notice that the amount of rotai«y stretch in eqs0(12a) 
and (13b) ss?e the same since the same a, appears in both sqs®, 
but not so with the translation. Thus* we conclude that 
rotary strech motion and translation are not commutative.

18. Under th© linear transformation 11) there is one fixed» 
invariant pt„ That is* the pt. is mapped into itself. To 

find this pt., we have
a=as^b

or* s=b/(l~a)o
Referring the pts. o^the plane to b / ( l - a )  as origin, that 

isp putting w«=w5^b/(l-a) and '> f-h/(1-a} * we obtain

14
VIIo The Transformation w3az^b



w* f  b/(l-a) = a(a,/b/(l~a)) po 

ws ■}■ b/(l~a) “ az* / ab/(l-a)  ̂b
w3 * as® / b(a»l)/(l-a) / b
w1 * az’ (14)

Hence* referring to the invariant pt. as origin* the 
linear transformation represents a rotary stretch, or., what 
is the same thing* loarithraic spiral motion about that pt0

15

19. Since the rotary stretch motion is a similarity motion 
with the ratio of similitude l:/a/5 and since translation is 
a congruence transformation, the linear transformation iss 
by virtue of ec>s.(12)e a similarity transformation with ratio 
of similitude l:/a/8

Conversely., we will show that any similarity transformation 
of the plane into itself is a liaear transformation of the form 
w=°az-/bo Suppose we are given two similar figures on the planeo 
Since eq«(ll) has two arbitrary constants^ we can always 
determine an eq. of the form w=az/b which will transform any 
two fixed pts« ẑ  and 23 into any other two fixed pts» w^ and 

o a and b can be determined from
wi=sz^b
W23'az2A (15)

since the system consists of two ecjs. in two unknowns a and b.
Hence9 using determinants.,

\'M } |

Thus,

Wi - VvV y wJ
H,“ 2*

w. ~ ■3T 4* -
w,

2?*. W»
1 \

2, -£*. 1' ’ *"*- t
(16)
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will transform and Z£ into w^ and wg, Since a and b are in 
terms of known constants, they are constants also. Since the 
two figures under consideration are similar, the amount of 
rotation, stretching, and translation which transform the element 
g2"2l into its corresponding element W2“wl also transform
any other elem&nt into its corresponding element, Xhus, we 
conclude that eq«(l6) will transform the figure in the z-plane 
into the similar figure in the w-plane® Hence, we have shown 
that any similarity transformation is also a linear transformation 
of the form w=fig/b. Hence,
Thc 2, A transformation is a similarity transformation if and

only if it is a linear transformation of the form waaz/b0
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VIII. The Transformation w^l/s

20• By letting b-c*!, a=ds=0 in eq»(5)? we obtain the
simplest form of the linear fractional transformation 

w=l/z„
In polar forms, let

(17)

s=r(cos a / i sin e) 
w=r’ (cos $ /■ i sin j£) (18)

Hence, undex* eq*(17)5 we have 
r’ °=l/r.

That is, w and 2 have reciprocal absolute values, and amplitudes 
of opposite signs* The transformation determined by eq0(17) 
on the plane can therefore be accomplished in two steps?

(1) the passage of a pt„ z to z5 which Has the same amplitude 
but with reciprocal absolute value, and

(2) the passage of z3 to a pt» xt which has the same absolute 
value but with amplitude which is the negative of that of z8, or z0

L©t 35 (cos e* / i sin ®*)P
then steps (1) and (2) determine the following,,

The first step is known as geometric inversion with respect 
to the unit circle with 0 as center* The second step is know* 
as a reflection upon the real axiso The whole process determined 
by eq£(1 7 ) is called a reciprocation»

(19a)

(19b)and
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21. This transformation can be visualized more vividly 
on the Rlemann sphere* The first step, the geometric inversion 
on the plane which carries z to z*, satisfies the eqs.

f>~\/r, (19a)
On the sphere, the ots. z and z5 have the same geographical

tlongitude} and for their respective latitudes and̂ £> have 
(P<>39> 2)

cot(^~^)»r3 cot (?r~£)3°/,9 
from which, since r-^-l, and ( -  ̂  ) are complementary
angles. Hesce,

(f-#) t <?-#)-?,
^  ^  ̂ 05

(20)

Thus, the geographical latitudes of z and zJ differ only 
in sign, and hence, one can be obtained from the other by a 
reflection upon the equator on the sphere.

Pig. 110

The second step, a reflection of the pt0 s’ on the real 
axis into w, is accomplished on the sphere by a reflection 
upon the prime meridian., Hence., the reciprocation w**l /s on 
the sphere is obtained first by a reflection of z upon the plane 
of the equator into s’ followed by a reflection of s8 upon the 
plane of the prime meridian into w0 The two reflections can
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be accomplished equally well by a single reflection of z upon 
the line of intersection between the two planes, or, what is 
the same thing, a rotation of the sphere through 180° about 
this line of intersection as axis. Hence.,
Th<> 3a Reciprocation when viewed on the Riemann sphere is a 

congruence mapping0
Since the south pole 0 is carried into the north pole N 

by the reciprocation* and vice versa, we set the two pts» as 
images under the transformation w“l/zn Hence,

0=l/c» s oo =x/0 o (21)
Thus, reciprocation established a 1-1 correspondence 

between th© z- and w-spheres, with each pt„ being carried into 
a different pt„ except for the ptsc i 1, which are the pts0 of 
intersection between the sphere and the axis of rotation<» These 
are the invariant pts, under reciprocation,,

22o On the plane, the reciprocation transformation w=l/z 
is not as simple* The second step. (2) in Arta 20, is a reflection 
upon the real axis. It is easily seen that this reflection is 
a congruence transformation, but with a reversion of angles, 
since any positive amplitude is, upon reflection, transformed 
into a negative one, and vies versa. This is given analytically 
by eq»(19b) 0

Th© first step requires the passage of th© pt0 z to a pta 
s3 which lies on the same ray emanating from the origin such 
that it possesses reciprocal distance from the origin as So 
This is called mapping by reciprocal radii  ̂reflection in the 
unit circle, or inversion with respect to the unit circle., We 
will adopt the lastfcerra, namely inversion, in our discussion*
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23o Inversion with respect to the unit circle is an in
teresting study in itself. Its more important properties are:

(1) z’=l/Z, where z is the complex conjugate of z. For, 
z' is the complex conjugate of 1/z as we have already 
seen*

(2) Inversion with respect to the unit circle is involutoric. 
That is, z* is the image of z implies that z is the 
image of z* under the same inversion«,

(3) Geometrically, the pt» s* is given in Fig* 12» For, 
the triangles ZOB and BOZ’ being similar,

J m L 5 JDL.. 
o b  r o

Ob 2 - z m

Figo 12.
(4) Inversion with respect to the unit circle is circular 

and isogonal, with reversion of angleso  That this is 
true is clear« For, inversion with respect to the 
unit circle when carried out on the Riemann sphere is 
circular and isogonal, and under stereo graphic mapping, 
these properties are preserved0

(5) Other interesting properties of inversion can be found 
in various texts(P»171-3, i)o



IX. The Linear Fractional Transformation w«(az-/b)/(cz/d)

24• Now we are ready to consider the linear fractional 
transformation

w«(as/b)/(c*/d) (5)
where a, b, c, and d are complex constants, and we will specify 
the condition that the determinant

la b =ad-bc?*0 (22)
For* if ad-bc^Oj we would have 

b/a « d/c, 
and eq«(5) becomes

w™ a(z ̂  -/c 
which is the degenerate case of the identify transformationo

2S« Sh© linear fractional transformation may be decomposed 
into tb&ee special cases as follows;

( 1 ) 35 5 «z £ d/c (23a)
(2) zn~l/z1 (23b)
(3) w*(be-ad)2”/c^ / a/c (23c)
That eqso(23) represent ©q»(5) can be verified by subs^

titutionso Now, geometrically*
(1) Eqe (23a) is a translation
(2) Eqe(23b) is a reciprocation
(3) Eqf(23c) is a rotary stretching transformation, followed 

by a transla tion„
Since all these eases have been considered we can proceed 

to lay down some of the properties concerning the linear fract
ional translformation e
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Defny_J£o Two corresponding pts. with respect to the circle of 
inversion ate called conjugate points(Pa170» 1)9 or 
symmetric points (Po49 ■> 2)0

They are called symmetric points because on the Riemann
sphere, the two corresponding points under inversion are sym~
irtftric with respect to the equatorial plane<> It is this term
that we shall adopt in order to avoid any confusion with regard
to these points and the complex conjugates*
Th» 4o Symmetric points wilh respect to a given circle are 

transformed by the linear fractional transformation 
into symmetric points with respect to the transformed 
circleo

Proofs By a theorem on geome-.rical inversion(P0173s 1)3 sym
metric points with respect to « fixed circle are inverted into 
symmetric points with respect t*. the inverted circleo A 
reflection upon the x~axis does r.t>v. change the relative positions 
of the po&ats in a configuration uxctot to reverse the directions 
so w® conclude that the theorem nolds f ̂ r the special case of 
w“i/z<, Thus it alsc holds for eq0(23b) 0 )>;-? eqsa(23a) and 
(23c) are simply the linear transformation whies by Th0 2» is 
s similarity tranarormationo Hence? by virtue of -“«;?„( 23) 5 we 
have proved the t'leorevm ,e,do
Tho 5c Any given configuration is Jiapped isogonalLya withe 

reversion of angles9 by means of a linear fractional 
transf or?aa tion e

Proof? Since by Arto 23o(4) geometric inversion with respect 
to the unit c/.rcle ia isogonal with reversion of angles., and 
the same is true of reflection upon the x-axis5 the reciprocation 
transformation wsl/s as o whole is isogonal® without reversion 
of angles-.. Since the liaear transformation is a similarity 
transforms tions it is i;2;ogonala without reversion of angieo In



view of the decomposition of eq<>(5) into eqso(2 3 ) 9 we have
proved the theorem, q.e.d#
Tfa„ 6 0 The linear fractional transformation is circular.
Proof: From Xhc 2, we deduce that the linear transformation
w=az/b is circular. By Xho 3o? reciprocation on the Riemann
sphere is circular. Hence, by Th« 1,, reciprocation is circular
on the plane also since stereographic mapping is also circular
Thus the theorem is proved by virtue of eqs„(23) q<>eodo
Tho 7o The linear fractional transformation has at mosytwo 

invariant pointso
Proofs If a ptu on the complex plane is transformed by eq«(5)
into itself., we must have

s“(gz/b)/(cs^d).
Thus? cz2 ! (d~a)s *» h=0 (2 4)

which is a quadratic eq. in and possesses two rootss
M>d)+/Va- <t)* + 4 bc~

2 2 C
Hence„ the theorem„ q0eod0

If the discriminant (a-d)^ /4bc =0S 0

Ifs in addition5 crc0s^=ts2= c° 0

If and ®2 -^e -̂n so*2® finite region of the com
plex plane«

If ĉ Og and (a*»d) 2 / 4bc snd are f
If ĉ Oj, and (a-d)^ / 4bc fiQs s^se2o One of the invariant 

points lies at infinity and the other is at the point b/(d~&) 
since in this ease the linear fractional transformation has 
been reduced to the linear transformation w*az/d ^ b/dv

23
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Iho 8c There always exists one and only one linear fractional 
transformation which transforms any three distinct ptso 
into three given distinct points*

Prooft Suppose z^s Z2* and zg are three distinct points that
are to be transformed into three distinct points w^a wg* and
wj. Using the linear fractional transformati oae we have

W|c-(azk/b)/(czic/d), k»ls 25 3o
That is*, cwkzk / dwk ** azk “ b”0» k®l9 2, 3<. (25)

Hences we have a system of three homogeneous eqs. in 4
unknowns a5 bs c9 do The system will have one and only one
solution other than (0, 0* 0S 0) if and only if the coefficient
matrix

”wlzl zi 1
W2Z2 w2 z2 2- W3SB3 w3 Z3 1

is of rank three(Po!229 6)» Nows the rank of the matrix is 
equal to its determinant rank(P0141? 6)Q HeRce3 the condition 
that the coefficient matrix be of rank 3 is equivalent to show*= 
ing that the two determinants

A.

cannot vanish simultaneously(P.1419 6 )0 Now., expanding* 
Ai*wi(z2”J53)“w2(i8l“2!3)'/w3(*l”;E2)
A 2 “W i z i (  ) » w 2 z 2 ( Z 1 - Z 3  ) A * 3 * 3  { Z X - Z 2  )

and9 ziAi-‘A2’"”W2(zi-Z2)(zl"z3)/w3(2l=s2) (sl"23)
3*(w3'”w2) (zl”z2) (sl”s3) • (26) 

Since z2» z3* aad wls w2s w3 ar© distinct, eq0(25)^0o
That is9

zxAi-A2^0 c

wx 21 1 w,z, as, 1
w2 z 2 1 * A, " a* 1W3 ®3 1 S3 1
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Hence, and cannot vanish simultaneously, Xhus9 there 
exists one single solution to eqs»(25) other than (09 05 09 0), 
Consequentlys there exists one and only one linear fractional 
transformation which transforms the distinct pts* »2s z3
into three other distinct pts, w^s **2s 3ne& w3® q0eed0
Xho 9o The linear fractional transformations form a group0 
Proofs (1) Closure:

Let |*‘
ss3 * ( a^z/b 2)(c2z/d2) , Jc* dj

Compounding these two transformations we obtain 
a ik&2[±jl£ * i,

W ~  ~__ _ ~ _ i ___ _

'Cai+d* T d#
- ^ b ,  ca;z f a, »b, 4 j
(C, «5u+ d, H be+ ds ̂

which is again a linear fractional transformation,, and

ala2̂ t>lc2 alb2̂ bld2 SS al 1>1 a 2 b2

cla2^dlc2 clb2̂ dld2 C1 dl c 2 d2
which is not sero by hypotheses 0| Therefore3 th© system is 
closedo

(2) Associativityt
Let )

s3 “(a2zn̂ b2)/(c2sstt̂ d2}"l2( s” )
^ “(a^z^b^/tcgSR/d^J^lgCz)

We want to show that

ll(^2^3(®) )“^ll^2^3^®) °
As this can be easily verified by expansion^ we will take

this for granted,.
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(3) Identity
In Art. 8., we found the identity transformation to be 

Wc3
by setting a^d^l* and b^c^Oo

(4) Inverse:
Given w=(az^b)/(ez/d)s we can obtain 

CUE /■ dw = £2 / b
z ® (dw-b)/(-ew/a) (27)

Hencea when compounded with w=(as/b)/(cg/d)s transformation ( 
(27) yields the identity transformation. Thus5 transformation 
(27) is the inverse of the given linear fractional trans= 
formation»

Xhus9 the theoremo qoeBd0
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